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MESSAGE FROM THE IOM CHAIR 
 
Dear Colleagues and Friends 
 
Coming back from the 21st IOM congress in Brisbane, Australia, it is a great pleasure and honor 
for me to chair the International Organization for Mycoplasmology for the 2016-2018 biennium and 
I thank you for your continued support. I am very pleased to welcome the new at-large members 
of the board, Cheryl Jenkins (Australia), Joerg Jores (Kenya), Chih-Horn Kuo (Taiwan), Paola Pilo 
(Switzerland), Steven Szczepanek (USA), and Li Xiao (USA). 
 
First of all, I would like to thank all our Australian colleagues: Christine Knox, Ian Knox and the 
local organizing committee, for having organized such an amazing congress at the QUT in the 
wonderful city of Brisbane; Glenn Browning and the scientific program committee for putting 
together such an interdisciplinary, rich and innovative scientific program with three exciting keynote 
lectures; and at last Steven Djordjevic for his achievements as chair over the past two years. 
Furthermore, I warmly thank Brad Spiller for his help as secretary-general and I’m thrilled to keep 
on going working with him for the next 2 years. 
 
On behalf of the IOM, I want to congratulate all the scientific awardees for 2016, Ken B. Waites 
(Emmy Klieneberger-Nobel Award), Maria Lluch Senar (Derrick-Edward Award), Sabine Pereyre 
(Peter Hannan Award), and our young Harry Morton and Louis Dienes awardees, Ana Mariscal 
and Ben Raymond. These recipients were chosen thanks to the work done by Li Xiao and the 
awards committee. I also want to acknowledge Roger Ayling, the 2016’s recipient of the board of 
directors award renamed the founders’ award, given in recognition of his efforts to promote the 
IOM; Roger and Richard Hermann were nominated as honorary members.  
This congress has also been a special and emotional time when we have honored our recently 
fallen founders and other active early IOM members, Mike Barile, Josy Bové, Harold Morowitz, 
and Joe Tully. 
 
During the congress, we also voted to accept or reject alterations to modernize some parts of the 
IOM and IRPCM constitutions and I am pleased to announce that the acceptance of the revisions 
was nearly unanimous. The new chair, Christine Citti, and the executive committee of the IRPCM 
have proposed new actions to improve collaborations and its visibility. They plan to organize a 
half-day IRPCM workshop set up by the teams at the next IOM congress. 
 
The 22nd IOM congress will be in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, USA, on the 2nd week of July 2018. 
Many thanks to Meghan May, who is chairing the local organizing committee, to Li Xiao, who is 
chairing the scientific program committee and to Pascal Sirand-Pugnet, who is chairing the awards 
committee. 
 
We are working on the next venue for IOM 2020 and we hope to be able to announce it in the 
2017 spring IOM newsletter. 
 

 
Cécile Bébéar… from the Australian bush! 
(Bordeaux, France) 
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Many thanks to Christine and Ian Knox and Glenn Browning for organizing such an excellent congress. 

And thanks to all those who submitted abstracts and attended to make it such a success! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next International IOM Congress will be held in Portsmouth,        

New Hampshire in the 2nd week of July 2018 

 

See you there! 
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THE 2016 IOM AWARDS 

 
These awards honour the highest achievers in our field and are initiated through specific 
nomination by IOM members. 

 
Emmy Klieneberger-Nobel Award -- for outstanding research in mycoplasmology 

 
2016 Recipient: Ken Waites 

 
Peter Hannan Award -- for outstanding research in applied clinical mycoplasmology. 

 

2016 Recipient: Sabine Pereyre 

 
Derrick Edward Award -- for outstanding research in mycoplasmology by a young researcher. 

 

2016 Recipient: Maria Lluch Senar 

 
Louis Dienes Poster Award – is given to recognize an outstanding poster in mycoplasmology by an 

author who is a postdoctoral fellow. 
 

2016 Recipient: Ben Raymond for “Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae targets surface accessible actin during 

colonisation of host epithelium” 

 
Harry Morton Poster Award - is given in recognition of an outstanding poster presentation in 

mycoplasmology by a graduate student. 
 

2016 Recipient: Ana Mariscal for “CRISPR/Cas9 system for gene knock-down in Mycoplasma pneumoniae” 

 
 

Founder’s Award – IOM Board award for outstanding support to the IOM. 
 

2016 Recipient: Roger Ayling 
 

 
 

Honorary IOM Lifetime members – Elected from proposed nominees by the IOM Board. 
 

2016 Recipients: Roger Ayling and Richard Herrmann 
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        THE IOM BOARD 2014 – 2016 MEETING MINUTES 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

2014-2016 IOM BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
21st IOM CONGRESS  

15.30. Sunday July 3rd 2016, Room GP-P419, QUT, Brisbane 
 

Present: Daniel Brown, Glenn Browning, Steve Djordjevic, Christine Knox, Meghan May, Brad Spiller, Cécile 
Bébéar, Mitchell Balish, Jorge Timenetsky, Ana Ramirez, Dominiek Maes, Li Xiao, Sabine Pereyre. 
 
Apologies from: Gail Gasparich, Laura Regassa 
 

1. Opening, welcome and introduction (Steve Djordjevic).  

Steve expressed appreciation for all the support received during his term.  Gave a brief synopsis of the 

Brisbane meeting (170 registrants, cost neutral to the IOM, delegates from 30 countries). 

 
2. Reports from committee members and officers: 

a. Past-president: Revised IOM and IRPCM constitution and included amendments from 

consultation with board members and other interested parties.  Amendments were submitted 

for approval by the general membership. 

b. Secretary-General: Roughly 50% of the membership had responded and voted on changes to the 

constitution changes.  In an attempt to increase response it was agreed to (1) resend the e-mail 

with voting link; (2) include slide reminding members to vote in presentations; and (3) distribute 

paper ballots (checked against on-line votes to ensure no duplicate votes were counted) during 

the meeting. 

c. Membership: Gail forwarded details to the board to show that there are currently 190 members 

currently paid up to 2016 or beyond.  Sabine Pereyre had no forwarded data from the past 

membership secretary, Laura Regassa. 

d. Treasurer: Despite Gail Gasparich not being able to attend the meeting was in constant e-mail 

contact throughout the meeting and also provide that as of 31 March 2016, the IOM treasury 

balance in the accounts were USD $109,000 

Chair, DR. STEVEN DJORDJEVIC (Australia)   
Chair-Elect, DR. CÉCILE BÉBÉAR (France)   
Past Chair, DR. DANIEL BROWN (USA) 
Secretary-General, DR. BRAD SPILLER (UK) 
Treasurer, DR. GAIL GASPARICH (USA) 
Membership-Secretary, DR. LAURA REGASSA  (USA) 
Information Officer, DR MITCHELL BALISH 
IRPCM Chair: DR GLENN BROWNING 
At-Large Members, DR. MEGHAN MAY (USA), DR.ANA RAMIREZ (Spain), DR. JORGE TIMENETSKY (Brazil), 
DR MITCHELL BALISH (USA), DR DOMINIEK MAES (Belgium) 
 

http://www.iom-online.org/ 
 

INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION 

FOR MYCOPLASMOLOGY 
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e. The board made special note that Gail Gasparich had been particularly outstanding in supporting 

the IOM as treasurer, rapidly sorted out any difficulties and responded immediately to any 

queries raised.   

f. Chair of IRPCM: Glenn indicated that officially Christine Citti has accepted the role as chair.  He 

summarized the IRPCM on-going goals to include reviving the cell culture contamination team, 

revitalization of the IRPCM specific website content. Steve thanked Glenn for his outstanding 

contribution as being chair for the past 6 years, which he has vacated as the new chair elect of 

the IOM. Christine Citti will identify a vice chair for the IRPCM soon. 

g. Taxonomy (Dan Brown): ICSP subcommittee on Mollicutes is very active.  Many new candidates 

(genomic sequences largely) for Mollicutes have been proposed which are being considered. 

h. Archives: (Li Xiao on behalf of Lynn Duffy and Ken Waites): The 15 boxes of Mycoplasma papers 

from the collection of Peter Whittlestone that were provided to the IOM archives by Helena and 

David Windsor at Mycoplasma Experience have been organized by animal/plant grouping and by 

Mycoplasma genus and species. They are housed in the University of Alabama at Birmingham 

Medical Library Archives. This collection contains many mycoplasma papers published between 

1940 and 1966. Papers after 1966 are available on PubMed. 

i. Mollicutes collection (Dan Brown): No updates from the previously published report (Newsletter 

Sept 2015). Samples have been shipped to a dozen labs in the US and more than a dozen 

international labs.  The complete collection is available on the WFCC website and the culture 

repository section of the IOM website.  Demands for samples within the collection continues and 

new submissions would be accepted (contact Dan Brown directly). 

j. Awards report (Li Xiao): Awards committee to judge Louis Dienes and Harry Morton applicants in 

place (10 members) with 4 ad-hoc members to cover awards committee members that were not 

attending the congress.  Pre-congress awards decisions had been made for nine received 

nominations to the available awards: Peter Hannan award (Sabine Pereyre), Derrick Edward 

award (Maria Lluch-Senar), Emmy Klieneberger-Nobel award (Ken Waites) and IOM Founders 

award (formerly the IOM board award: Roger Ayling) had been determined.  No Robert F. 

Whitcomb award candidates were proposed. Li raised an issue for future consideration of 

congress student and post-doc awards, as some were presentations only and some were posters 

only, which made judging difficult.  Future recommendations for congresses were that all 

candidates for the LD and HM awards are instructed that a poster must be made available to be 

considered (n.b. examination of the LD and HM award description on the IOM website indicates 

that the award will be given specifically for a poster presented at the congress), even if offered 

an oral presentation at the congress. Furthermore, in the future each individual will only be able 

to nominate one abstract for consideration.  The board voiced concern regarding a lack of RFW 
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candidates proposed and the board agreed that more encouragement and support for the plant 

mycoplasmas sector was needed in the next biennium.   

k. Travel awards (Christine Knox): Sufficient financial provision was made to cover all travel award 

requests therefore no committee was required to choose amongst the candidates. 

l. Chair-elect: The need to generate standard operating procedures for Scientific Committee, 

Awards Committee, and Congress Organizer functions was raised and will be a focus of the next 

biennium.  

m. Website: Mitchell had been learning the programming for the existing website over the last 

biennium and had resisted making changes.  The abstract submission process in particular needs 

to be changed in this biennium.  Proposals for third party provision to take over base functions 

of the website were considered, but rejected eventually by the information officer. 

Modernization and redesign to make the website fit for purpose is the priority for the next 

biennium, and required financial investment will be forthcoming.  The IRPCM meeting expressed 

dissatisfaction with their area of the website and several suggestions have been passed on to the 

information officer. However, the priority will be to utilize a third party abstract handling provider 

and tie it into the website.  Mitchell indicated he is willing to continue on as the Information 

Officer for the next biennium and perhaps beyond. 

3. Official report for IOM 2016:  Christine Knox thanked all of the local organizing committee members, 

particularly Claire Vaz and Rebecca Wood. The electronic capabilities of the venue were highlighted.  It 

was indicated that the financial support from the IOM for the meeting, was provided later than was 

anticipated and that should be reviewed for the next congress. A student’s breakfast was instituted as an 

innovation at this meeting (38 students enrolled). This breakfast is on the first day to stimulate student 

fellowship and was hosted by Emma Sweeny (current mycoplasmology post-doc) and Samantha Dando 

(previous mycoplasmology student). Registrants: IOM members 92, Others 38, IOM students 42.  

Countries with highest registration rates included: Australia 40, US 25, France 13, Spain 8, and UK 6.  QUT 

was the major sponsor (27 international travel awards offered, 20 accepted; $29,500 AUD), also 

sponsorship from I3 institute, University of Technology Sydney ($2500 AUD; 5 national travel awards), 

Zoetis ($2500 AUD), Bioproperties ($5000 AUD) and the IOM ($8000 USD).  Mycoplasma experience 

sponsored the EKN award. $107k AUD was raised in total by IOM 2016, with an estimated $10k profit 

without allowing for any additional unexpected expenditure post-meeting. 218 abstracts were submitted, 

10 withdrawn post acceptance.  Glenn Browning thanked the program committee.  All abstracts were 

accepted and they were divided into oral and poster presentations.  The symposia dedicated to 

remembering past IOM founders were then populated with suitable related talks for the dedicated 

symposia.  Three high profile plenary speakers were approached and all accepted initial invitation. Short 

presentations for all student posters were also instituted following the “3 minute thesis” initiative 

emerging in Australia with 2 minutes of questions, which preceded the relevant poster session.  The 
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“cube” is a 2 story projection screen which displayed the posters during these presentation, for added 

impact.  Computers on wheels displayed posters for 25 minutes and were grouped in theme rooms, 

although each computer was able to display any posters allocated to that computer on demand.  

4. Nominations for new honorary IOM membership: Four individuals were proposed as candidates for 

honorary IOM membership.  Secret ballot decided that the two selected honorary members for this 

biennium were Roger Ayling and Richard Herrmann. 

5. Update on IOM 2018 Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Meghan May presented the outline for the 22nd IOM 

Congress location to be held in Portsmouth, NH, on the 2nd week of July 2018 during 4 days. There will be 

an extra half-day for IRPCM workshops.  Proximity to Boston, JFK, Manchester, and Portsmouth (small) 

airports will make international travel to the meeting easily accessible.  Congress will be held at the scenic 

Sheraton Harbourside conference centre. Meeting facilities were presented to show fitness for 

purpose.  Hotel accommodation is available in the facility as well as other options close by. Local travel 

and tourism opportunities (including whale watching!) were highlighted pre/post-congress and for 

accompanying guests. www.IOM2018.com  will be the congress website.  Fundraising from local biotech 

companies and NIH R13 grant applications will be pursued to underpin the finances of the Congress.  Event 

insurance will be applied for to cover any unexpected problems. Here are the anticipated early registration 

fees; IOM member 750 USD, student 500 USD, IOM non-member 800 USD, single day 150 USD. Local 

organizing committee will include Meghan May (chair), Mitchell Balish (treasurer), Steve Geary, Dan 

Brown, Mick Calcutt, Duncan Krause, Nancy Wells, Amy Ratliff, and Donna Crabbe.  

6. Honoring of past/deceased members.  IOM 2016 Congress was designed by the organizers to have 

individual symposia that were dedicated to important past founding members.  Each symposium will be 

started with a 20-minute biography for the person being honored (i.e. Joseph Bové, Harold Horowitz, 

Michael Barile) including slides.  It is hoped that this tradition will be continued in future congresses, as 

there are too few awards to be dedicated to the expanding pool of founders requiring remembrance.  

7. Standard operating procedures for Congress organizers and Scientific Committee chairs will be drawn up 

by Cécile Bébéar and Brad Spiller for future Congresses. Recommendations for topics to be addressed 

include (based on past experiences):  

a. Clarify on the abstract form that candidates for the LD and HM awards can only submit one 

abstract for consideration, irrespective of the total number of abstracts they submit. 

b. Ensure that any LD or HM candidate is informed at abstract acceptance for an oral presentation 

that they will be required to also need to display a poster for award judging. 

c. While students/post-docs didn’t need to be IOM members to submit an abstract, only members 

in good standing could sign in to the website to submit an abstract, which created confusion for 

LD, MH and travel awards. Somehow this needs to be clarified/simplified for future abstract 

submissions where the primary author is not an IOM member during the abstract submission 

process. 

d. Issues surrounding visa application, use of abstract acceptance to gain unlawful entry in to the 

congress hosting country, addition of IOM members as authors without their knowledge of the 

abstract content to be added to the Scientific Committee SOP. Additionally, the committee 

http://www.iom2018.com/
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must be aware that abstract acceptance must leave enough time for the visa application 

process to be addressed for all countries (some have longer processes than others). 

8. Active recruitment of members: Historically people only pay membership fees to enable abstract 

submission to the congress. This year access to the IOM website was restricted until membership had 

been paid up to date, which was an excellent innovation by Gail and Mitchell.  Dan Brown indicated that 

it isn’t clear that membership fees are paid up to Dec 31st of odd numbered years, and Mitchell asked 

Dan to direct him to the location of those details on the website. Glenn indicated that the Congress 

discount for members needs to be a sufficient amount to encourage membership rather than just paying 

the higher non-member fee for the Congress.  Possibility or using standing order or repeat of credit card 

details for automatic renewal will be investigated; however, it was pointed out that this should not be 

done for student membership as they require validation each time of their student status.  A system of 

automatic notification for membership renewal (not valid for those that are honorary or purchase longer 

term memberships) needs to be instituted to keep membership levels from falling off. This will be 

investigated by the membership secretary, treasurer and information officer during this biennium.  

9. The formation of a “United States Organization for Mycoplasmology,” Local Branch: Mitchell indicated 

that an informal group had been formed in response to changes in the ASM.  There are no dues, no 

restrictions and open invitation.  Currently Chair is Mitchell Balish and Secretary is Meghan May, San 

Antonio meeting at Joel Baseman’s laboratory.  Further consideration to Article 9 under the IOM 

constitution for local branches, this group decided that there isn’t a benefit as there is no money currently 

involved.  Furthermore, there doesn’t appear to be any local branches that have been formed previously, 

despite equivalent informal groups in Europe, Japan and Australia.  Therefore, no application for local 

branch status from the US will be forthcoming. 

10. Meeting was closed by Steven Djordjevic by a round of applause for the Local Organizing Committee and 

the Scientific Committee members for all their hard work in IOM 2016. 

 
Meeting closed at 17.40 
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THE IOM BOARD 2016 – 2018  MEETING MINUTES 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

2016-2018 IOM BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
21st IOM CONGRESS  

17:40 pm Monday June 4th 2016, room GP-P514 (Plenary room), QUT, Brisbane 
 

Present: Glenn Browning, Steve Djordjevic, Meghan May, Brad Spiller, Cécile Bébéar, Mitchell Balish, Li Xiao, 

Sabine Pereyre; Naola Ferguson-Noel, Christine Citti, Pascal Sirand-Pugnet, Chih Horng-Kuo, Cheryl Jenkins, 

Paola Pilo. 

 

Apologies from: Joerg Jores, Steven Szczepanek. 

 

1. Opening, welcome and introduction (Cécile Bébéar).  

Cécile welcomed the new at-large members of the board and the new chairs of the Scientific Program 

and the Awards Committees for 2016-2018. One of her aims will be to boost communication amongst 

members of the board. 

 

2. Proposals to host IOM congress 2020: 

a. Ana Ramirez presented a comprehensive bid to host the 23rd IOM congress in Gran Canaria, Spain.  

b. Ran Nir-Paz presented a comprehensive bid to host the 23rd IOM congress in Israel (either Tel 

Aviv and Jerusalem) 

c. The board thanked Ran and Ana for their presentations and decided to utilize the score sheet 

utilized by the IOM board in 2014 to decide between the bids for Brisbane and Washington, D.C.  

Forms will be sent to candidates by next September and a decision will be made by secret ballot 

by the IOM board. 

d. The board decided to create a standard operating procedure to make selection of future 

congresses which will be restricted to being held between the last week of June to third week of 

July.  Future congresses will also be required to cost in event insurance and accept  

 

Chair, DR. CÉCILE BÉBÉAR (France)   
Chair-Elect, DR. GLENN BROWNING (Australia) 
Past Chair, DR. STEVEN DJORDJEVIC (Australia)  
Secretary-General, DR. BRAD SPILLER (UK) 
Treasurer, DR. NAOLA FERGUSON-NOEL (USA) 
Membership-Secretary, DR. SABINE PEREYRE (France) 
Information Officer, DR MITCHELL BALISH (USA) 
IRPCM Chair: DR CHRISTINE CITTI (France) 
At-Large Members, DR. LI XIAO (USA), DR.PAOLA PILO (Switzerland), DR. STEVEN SZCZEPANEK (USA), DR 
JOERG JORES (Kenya), DR CHERYL JENKINS (Australia), DR. CHIH-HORNG KUO (Taiwan) 
 

http://www.iom-online.org/ 
 

INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION 

FOR MYCOPLASMOLOGY 
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3. Items passed on from the IOM Old Board (Steven Djordjevic) 

i. Treasurer’s report (Naola Ferguson-Noel). Gail had not yet been able to transfer accounts 

to Naola yet, so no treasurer’s report was available yet. 

ii. Chair for IRPCM (Christine Citti). Christine is going to work with Mitchell to revise the 

IRPCM webpages by the end of 2016 based on the points raised in the IRPCM board 

meeting.  A MOTION was proposed by Christine Citti to hold a separate workshop 

adjacent the 2018 congress to avoid the lunchtime IRPCM conflicts, with a separate add-

on fee, and to attract investigators outside of the Mollicutes field as well (held either 

Sunday or Friday).  Motion seconded by Meghan May, unanimous vote of support – 

MOTION CARRIED.  This workshop will be team driven and organizers for each section 

will be put forward by team leaders.  The issue of previous honorariums ($100 USD) was 

raised, which was deemed to be outdated. However, these funds come from the IRPCM 

budget and the IOM board officially requested that the IRPCM board vote to decide 

whether this practice will continue or not. 

iii. Proposed amendments to IOM and IRPCM constitution.  On-line votes were encouraged 

at each session and a paper vote was additionally conducted and reconciled against the 

members who had voted on-line to remove double votes.  The acceptance of the 

revisions was nearly unanimous for all those who voted. Therefore, the REVISIONS to the 

IOM and IRPCM CONSTITUTIONS were PASSED and have been amended on the website. 

iv. A request was made for position generic e-mail contacts (e.g. secretary-

general@IOM.com; teamleader-IRPCM@IOM.com) that are maintained and constant – 

but that are re-directed to individuals following election of new people to those posts. 

To be examined by information officer for future. 

v. Symposia dedicated to honoring late founding members will be continued for IOM 2018 

and revisited at the board meeting there. 

 

4. Appointment of Committee Chairs for Congress 2018: Cecile Bebear announced that Li Xiao had accepted 

the post for Chair of the Scientific Program Committee, Pascal Sirand-Pugnet had accepted the post of 

Chair for the Awards Committee, Meghan May was confirmed as the Chair for the Local Organizing 

Committee. It was decided the Chair of the Travel Awards Committee (TBD) needs to be a member of the 

Local Organizing committee and to apply for the FEMs and co-ordinate the NIH applications for travel 

grants – Joachim Frey was proposed for FEMs co-ordinator and Ken Waites was proposed for North 

American travel awards co-ordinator (Meghan May is co-ordinating the NIH travel grant already). Ken 

and Joachim have subsequently accepted. 

mailto:secretary-general@IOM.com
mailto:secretary-general@IOM.com
mailto:teamleader-IRPCM@IOM.com
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5. The previously minuted list of places potentially restricted for paying IOM membership fees, was 

identified as an autonomous sanction list and the only country on the list that monetary transactions are 

restricted with was Cuba (specific to the US).  This has been clarified and is no longer an issue. 

6. Standard Operating procedures will be drafted for 1. Submission of bids for holding congresses; 2. 

Selecting Congress bids; 3. Local Organizing Committee responsibilities; 4. Awards Committee 

responsibilities; 5. Scientific Program Committee responsibilities; and 6. Travel Awards Committee 

responsibilities;  

 
Meeting closed at 19.20 

 

NEW BOOK: Manual of Commercial Methods in Clinical Microbiology– Ken Waites 

 
Manual of Commercial Methods in Clinical  

Microbiology, 2nd Edition, International Edition 

 

Wiley-Blackwell 

ISBN: 978-1-118-13112-1 

616 pages 

May 2016 

Editor-in-Chief:  Allan Truant 

Associate Editors:  Yi Wei Tang 

Ken B. Waites 

Cécile Bébéar 

Robert P. Rennie 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Manual of Commercial Methods in Clinical Microbiology 2nd Edition, International Edition reviews in detail the 

current state of the art in each of the disciplines of clinical microbiology, and reviews the sensitivities, specificities and 

predictive values, and subsequently the effectiveness, of commercially available methods – both manual and automated.  

There is a chapter written by Ken Waites and Cécile Bébéar devoted to commercial media, diagnostic kits, PCR assays, as 

well as serological methods for detection of human mycoplasmas and ureaplasmas in clinical specimens. 
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FORTHCOMING CONFERENCES - 

 
The 44th Meeting of the Japanese Society for Mycoplasmology 

MAKUHARI MESSE International Convention Complex, Chiba, Japan 

 

This meeting will be held Friday 26 - Saturday 27 May, 2017. For further information, please contact the meeting 

chairman:  

 

Kazuhiro Matsuda 

 

 
27th ECCMID (European Congress of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases). Vienna Austria, 22nd 
to 25th April 2017. 
 
Proposals for workshops from the ECCMID study group on Mycoplasma Infections (ESGMI) were not included in 

next year’s programme.  However there will be a general meeting (date and time to be announced) where 

Mycoplasmologists will meet to discuss ongoing international collaborations on Mycoplasma pneumoniae and 

other human pathogens. Contact Cécile Bébéar or Vicki Chalker for further information. 

 
 
 

The group now known as the United States Organization for Mycoplasmology (USOM) will hold its 4th biennial 

conference on July 7th-8th, 2017 in Birmingham, Alabama, USA. The meeting will be hosted by the Department 

of Pediatrics at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Registration fees, which have yet to be determined, 

will be used to cover the costs of use of the venue and some meals. The focus of the meeting is on 

mycoplasmas and mycoplasmal diseases of humans and animals, and all are welcome to attend and contribute. 

Principal investigators will be considered for podium presentations, and postdoctoral fellows and students will 

be considered for poster presentations. 

  

The USOM is a relatively informal group of researchers operating without dues. Membership in the USOM is 

unrestricted, but only principal investigators in the field of mycoplasmology whose research groups are based in 

the United States of America have voting privileges. Funds to defray travel costs are unavailable. Please visit the 

USOM website (http://www.usomycoplasmology.org/) and Facebook page 

(https://www.facebook.com/USMycoplasma/) for information about the organization and, as the conference 

draws nearer, this event. 

  

http://www.usomycoplasmology.org/
https://www.facebook.com/USMycoplasma/
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PASSING OF PREVIOUS MEMBERS – Joseph-Marie BOVE (1929-2016) 

Just prior to the IOM congress in Brisbane, we received the sad news that José Bove had passed 

away.  A session was dedicated to his memory at the meeting and a heartfelt biography was presented 

by Christiane Bébéar.  José was born in Born in Luxemburg in 1929 and acquired French nationality in 

1968. He graduated from the School of Agronomy at the University of Paris and attended a post-

doctoral position at for 3 years at the University of California (Berkeley).  Later he became president of 

the Bordeaux Centre for INRA (National Institute for Agricultural Research and became Professor of 

Microbiology at Bordeaux University in 1976.  He was an 

outstanding scientist and his major achievements were in 

diseases of citrus fruit trees: He discovered, characterised and 

provided the first genome sequence for Spiroplasma citri with 

Joël Renaudin, Colette Saillard, as well as discovering 

Candidatus Liberibacter spp. (with Monique Garnier) as well as 

Xylella fastidiosa in citrus. Josy Bove was predeceased by his 

long time co-workers and previous influential IOM members 

Monique GARNIER SEMANCIK (1949-2003) and Colette 

SAILLARD (1950-2015).  Josy was one of the 8 original 

founding members of the IOM and hosted the 1st International Congress on Mycoplasmas (Bordeaux) 

in 1974.  He was awarded the Emmy Klienenberger-Nobel award in 1984, was IOM Chair from 1992-

1994, which coincided with hosting the 2nd IOM Congress (10th) in Bordeaux in 1994. Although he also 

arranged several courses on mycoplasmas through the years as well.   

 

Josy’s wife Collette supported Josy in his duties for 66 years 

and Christiane Bebear concluded her biography with the 

sentiments that I am sure we all share: “Josy BOVE will miss 

us but we are lucky to have known such a truly remarkable 

man in so many ways”. 

I had the great fortune of corresponding with Josy over the last 

few years, still very active in the background for the workings 

of the IOM.  It is very sad that we seem to be losing these 

influential scientists that unravelled the mysteries of these 

fastidious and difficult infectious agents at such an alarming 

rate.  However, their legacy is their contribution to current day 

research, which will always be truly awe inspiring.   
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TREASURER’S REPORT – Gail Gasparich 

International Organization for Mycoplasmology 
Treasurer’s Report 

4/1/2016-6/27/2016 
 
Cash Balance at the Beginning of the Period:  $17,263.09-$17,258.09 (Checking Account) + $5.00 
(Savings Account) 
 
Income Received During the Period Covered:  $12,200.00 

Income from IOM Membership fee wire transfer ($200) and transfer of membership fees from 
PayPal ($12,000). 
 

Expenses Paid During the Period Covered:  $10,248.94 
This includes a payment and fees for transfer of funds to sponsor IOM Meeting ($9,934.96), 
Fedex charges ($179.58), $15 service charge and $119.40 to reimburse Chris Minion for paying 
the IOM Dreamhost bill for the IOM Website. 
 

Cash Balance at the End of the Period Covered:  $19, 214.15-$19,209.15 (Checking Account) + $5.00 
(Savings Account) 
 
Financial Issues for 2016-2017:   

There are $3,500 in written checks for IOM Awards that will come out of the bank account 
above when cashed. 
 
There is $1500 in the IOM PayPal account that will be transferred into the bank account above. 

  
There are a few outstanding requests for payment for shipments from the Mycoplasma Culture 
Collection but people tend to pay in a timely manner upon receipt of an invoice.   
 
Sponsors for IOM Meeting:  Mycoplasma Experience 

 
Additional Investment Account Updates:  Total $109,679.05 
 Vanguard Admiral Treasury Money Market Fund  $5,274.00 
 
 Vanguard Short-Term Federal Fund Admiral Shares  $73,129.79 
 
 Vanguard Short-Term Treasury Fund Investor Shares $31,275.25 
 

March 30, 2016 Balance was $109,196.63 so quarterly change was an increase of $482.42  
 
Information on current membership:  My database shows 190 current members paid through 2016 or 
beyond  
 
Respectfully Submitted by Gail E. Gasparich, Ph.D., IOM Treasurer 

  6/27/2016 
International Organization for Mycoplasmology 

Treasurer’s Report 
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7/1/2016-9/30/2016 
 
Cash Balance at the Beginning of the Period:  $19, 214.15-$19,209.15 (Checking Account) + $5.00 
(Savings Account) 
 
Income Received During the Period Covered:  $1,500.00 

Income from transfer of membership fees from PayPal ($1,500). 
 

Expenses Paid During the Period Covered:  $3782.73 
This includes a payment for flowers to thank Christine Knox for work with IOM meeting 
($170.48), award checks from IOM meeting ($3,500), and Fedex charges ($112.25). 
 

Cash Balance at the End of the Period Covered:  $16,931.42-$16,926.42 (Checking Account) + $5.00 
(Savings Account) 
 
Financial Issues for 2016-2017:   

Transitioning Treasurer this year to Naola Ferguson-Noel.  She is setting up an account in 
Georgia.  A check for $5,000 to open the account has been sent but not deposited yet. 
 
IOM Sponsors:  Mycoplasma Experience and SpeeDx 

 
Additional Investment Account Updates:  Total $110,019.72 
 Vanguard Admiral Treasury Money Market Fund  $5,278.39 
 
 Vanguard Short-Term Federal Fund Admiral Shares  $73,427.56 
 
 Vanguard Short-Term Treasury Fund Investor Shares $31,313.77 
 

March 30, 2016 Balance was $109,679.05 so quarterly change was an increase of $340.67  
 
Information on current membership:  My database shows 190 current members paid through 2016 or 
beyond.  
 
Respectfully Submitted by Gail E. Gasparich, Ph.D. 

  10/3/2016 
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM COMMITTEE for IOM 2018 announced 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The International Organization for Mycoplasmology 
Dedicated to the study of the Mollicutes 

 
 

 
Dr. Li Xiao, Chair for the Scientific Program Committee has announced the membership for 

the next International Congress: 

Li Xiao (Chair) USA Human mycoplasmology 

Christine Knox  Australia Human pathogenisis 

Rohini Chopra-Dewasthaly  Austria Veterinary Pathogenesis 

Jorge Timenetsky  Brazil Veterinary mycoplasmology  

Shao Guoqing China Veterinary mycoplasmology 

Jorgen Jensen Denmark Human mycoplasmology 

Carole Lartigue France Genomics and synthetic biology 

Roger Dumke Germany Medical mycoplasmology 

Ran Nir-Paz Israel Clinical mycoplasmolgy 

Assunta Bertaccini  Italy Plant mycoplasmolgy 

Makoto Miyata Japan Veterinary mycoplasmology 

Chih-Horng Kuo  Taiwan Spiroplasma/phytoplasma 

Mitch Balish USA Pathogenisis  

Robert E. Davis  USA Plant mycoplasmolgy  

John Glass USA Genomics and synthetic biology 

Meghan May USA Veterinary Pathogenesis 

 

 
Many thanks to those who have agreed to donate their precious time to the 

continued excellence of our biennial congresses. 
 
.  

http://www.iom-online.org/
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SUSTAINING MEMBERSHIPS 
 

The IOM introduced sustaining memberships for companies to support the IOM. If 

you know of other companies who would be interested in supporting the IOM by 

becoming sustaining members, please let the treasurer know. It is a good way for them 

to raise their profiles on the IOM website and at the biannual congresses. We thank the 

following companies for their support: 

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

FROM THE READERS-Isaac Olorunshola - 
 
Isaac is a veterinarian and investigator in Nigeria at the University of Ilorin who has been a long term member 

of the IOM.  He has previously had collaborations with Robin Nicolas and Roger Ayling.  In particular, he is 

facing a lot of challenges in antibiotic chemotherapy especially on interventions for diseases of high mortality 

and morbidity in Nigeria in poultry and ruminants.  He would like to encourage anyone interested in 

collaboration to contact him. 

 

Dr I. D.Olorunshola 
DVM, MSc, PhD, 
Post Graduate Dip in Public Health (Staffordshire University, UK) A Lecturer and a Research Fellow 
(Mycoplasmologist) Department of Veterinary Microbiology Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of 
Ilorin. NIGERIA. 
+2348109835362 (idolorunshola@yahoo.com) 

 

mailto:idolorunshola@yahoo.com

